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RUSTIC BROWN POP UP BAR

SKU: POPBARMC-11335091077RB
£672.87 Excl. VAT

Customisable - Optional colourful printed
signage
Versatile - Multifunctional
Modular & compact - quick & easily
assembled
Additional mobile & stacking crates - great
storage capacity
On casters - easily manoeuvred
Sustainable materials - great ecological
credentials
Set up time under 5mins

GALLERY IMAGES
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RUSTIC BROWN POP UP BAR

The Ligneus Rustic Brown Pop Up Outdoor Bar is the perfect party solution. It is ideal for everyone from party
people, caterers and event planners to corporates and rental companies. It is essential a very portable fold out,
or folding, bar on wheels.

Plenty of Bar Storage

The Rustic brown Pop Up Bar is made up of a central middle exhibition bar with the addition of 2 mobile crates
and 4 stacking crates offering maximum storage capacity. Their modular design means you can arrange them
as befits your event requirements.

Corporate Events Bar

The Ligneus Rustic Brown pop up bar is spontaneous and fun. However behind all fun events is meticulous
planning. For corporate events, weddings, and parties, this easily assembled bar offers spontaneity. It also
combines spontaneity with a high level of professionalism. The pop up counter design makes it incredibly useful
at a wide range of functions.

The pop up bar serves equally well as a Champagne Bar, a Gin Bar or the, ever popular, garden bar. It is also
very useful as an exhibition stand or stall.

Home & Garden Bar

It is equally useful as an everyday bar for use at home. With more and more of us choosing to entertain at
home this indoor home bar is just as easy to use inside as it is in the garden or backyard pub shed. Easily
adapting to whatever space or room you may want to use it.

Tiki Bar

Tiki bars are something that have become increasing popular. A tiki bar is a themed drinking establishment.
Generally they serve elaborate cocktails, especially rum-based mixed drinks. These would include cocktails
such as the Mai Tai and Zombie cocktails.

Tiki bars are aesthetically defined by their tiki culture. This is based upon a romanticised conception of tropical
cultures, most commonly Polynesian. Here we offer a great pop up tiki bar option that you can decorate as you
see fit.

Modular Bar

We manufacture the Rustic Brown portable bar from sustainable redwood and pine. It is modular and compact
allowing you to arrange as you see fit. It consists of 3 sections: a central bar section and 2 modular side
sections. Each of the 3 sections carries a solid pine work surface.

The two side sections can be arrange in a wide variety of formats. All sections sit on 4 casters, 2 of which are
braked to hold in position.

Rustic Brown Bar Assembly

The Rustic Brown garden bar can easily be assembled in under 5 mins by one person (see video below). It is
equally easy to disassemble and compactly stow away. This makes it great as an outdoor garden bar. It is
incredibly versatile and customisable making it perfect whether you are entertaining informally or more
corporately at private events.
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Bespoke signage is available - do call us to discuss.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 51.25 kg

Options & Features Blackboard Panel, Customisable, Foldable

Assembly Pre-assembled

Location Floor Standing

Mobility On Casters

Wood Pine, Redwood

Finish Stained, Lacquered

Compartments 7 Compartments

What it holds Lots of fun times

Colour Rustic Brown
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